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Today’s mobile, desktop, and server processors are heterogeneous, consisting not only of CPUs but also GPUs and other accelerators. Such heterogeneous processors are starting to expose a shared memory interface across these devices. Given that each of these individual devices typically supports a distinct instruction set architecture and a distinct memory consistency model, it is not clear what the memory consistency model of the heterogeneous machine should be. In this paper, we answer this question by formalizing “compound memory models”: we present a compositional operational model describing the resulting model when devices with distinct consistency models are fused together. We instantiate our model with the compound x86TSO/PTX model – a CPU enforcing x86TSO and a GPU enforcing the PTX model. A key result is that the x86TSO/PTX compound model retains compiler mappings from the language-based (scoped) C memory model. This means that threads mapped to the x86TSO device can continue to use the already proven C-to-x86TSO compiler mapping, and the same for PTX.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This is the age of heterogeneity. Across a spectrum ranging from today’s mobile phones to high-performance clusters, all have multiple different processors within them, including CPUs, GPUs and other accelerators. Such heterogeneous processors are starting to expose a shared memory interface across these devices.

Consider, for example, the recent announcement by NVIDIA [2022]: its upcoming server machine “Grace Hopper” pairs an ARM-based CPU with an NVIDIA GPU using an inter-device coherence protocol, providing a unified shared address space. In a similar vein, AMD [2022a] has announced...
a machine pairing its x86 based EPYC CPU with its new Instinct MI200 Series GPU. Given that each of these devices support distinct instruction sets and memory consistency models – e.g., x86TSO [Sewell et al. 2010] and AMD [2022b] GPU – what memory consistency model should the heterogeneous machine support?

More generally, in this new heterogeneous world where devices with distinct memory consistency models are starting to share memory using an inter-device coherence protocol (Figure 1), what consistency model should the heterogeneous machine satisfy? In this paper, we provide a general operational semantics of the memory model of such a machine.

**Motivation.** Before we discuss our proposal, let us first motivate why addressing the memory model question is important. First, it serves as a good intermediate specification of the heterogeneous machine. Clearly, each of the devices need to be fused at the hardware level, which entails, among other things, fusing each of the intra-device coherence protocols using a global inter-device coherence protocol such as CHI by ARM [2021] or CXL [2022]. Just as clear is that it is possible to do this stitching incorrectly, harming either performance with too strong a model or, worse, correctness if the joint model is too weak. 1 We should guard against this. Having a good intermediate specification is thus necessary to ensure that the stitching is performed correctly.

Second, the surge of such coherent heterogeneous machines raises the question of how to program them. A memory consistency model of the compound machine is necessary to be able to program it using shared-memory paradigms. Even if one contends that getting to a language-level memory model such as OpenCL is the end, having a well-defined instruction-set-level heterogeneous memory model is a necessary means to that end.

### 1.1 Compound Memory Models

Let us come back to the question we posed: what should be the consistency model of the heterogeneous machine? We call our answer to this question a *compound memory model*. A compound memory model is not a new memory model; it is a compositional amalgamation where, informally speaking, threads from each device continue to adhere to the memory ordering rules of that device’s original memory model.

In particular, the compound model resulting from joining two models is different from, say, the weakest of the models. Let us motivate the intuition behind compound models via an example. Suppose an NVIDIA GPU enforcing the PTX\(^2\) memory model is fused with an x86TSO CPU. Consider the messaging passing litmus test where the producer thread is mapped to the PTX core and the consumer thread is mapped to the x86TSO core, as shown in Figure 2a.

---

1A model M1 is stronger than another model M2, iff M1 shows less behaviors than M2.

2PTX [Lustig et al. 2019] is a variant of the Release Consistency model with scopes.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T₁ (PTX)</th>
<th>T₃ (x86)</th>
<th>T₁ (PTX)</th>
<th>T₃ (x86)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m₁ : X = 1; m₃ : r₁ = Y; m₄ : r₂ = X;</td>
<td>m₁ : X = 1; m₃ : r₁ = Y; m₄ : r₂ = X;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m₂ : Yₛₚ = 1; m₅ : r₃ = Yₛₚ; m₆ : Fₛₚ; m₇ : r₄ = X;</td>
<td>Outcome: r₁ = 1, r₂ = 0;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome: r₁ = 1, r₂ = 0;</td>
<td>Outcome: r₁ = 1, r₂ = 0;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Message Passing (MP).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T₅ (x86)</th>
<th>T₁ (PTX)</th>
<th>T₂ (PTX)</th>
<th>T₆ (x86)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m₁ : X = 1; m₃ : r₁ = Xₛₚ; m₅ : r₃ = Yₛₚ;</td>
<td>m₆ : r₄ = Xₛₚ; m₇ : Yₛₚ = 1; m₈ : Yₛₚ = 1;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m₄ : r₂ = Yₛₚ; m₆ : Fₛₚₛₚ; m₇ : r₄ = Xₛₚ;</td>
<td>Outcome: r₁ = 1, r₂ = 0, r₃ = 1, r₄ = 0;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome: r₁ = 1, r₂ = 0;</td>
<td>Outcome: r₁ = 1, r₂ = 0;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Independent Reads of Independent Writes (IRIW).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T₁ (PTX)</th>
<th>T₃ (x86)</th>
<th>T₆ (x86)</th>
<th>T₄ (PTX)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m₁ : Xₛₚ = 1; m₂ : r₁ = Xₛₚ; m₅ : r₃ = Yₛₚ; m₆ : r₄ = Xₛₚ;</td>
<td>m₇ : r₄ = Xₛₚ; m₈ : Yₛₚ = 1;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m₄ : r₂ = Yₛₚ; m₆ : Fₛₚₛₚ; m₇ : r₄ = Xₛₚ;</td>
<td>Outcome: r₁ = 1, r₂ = 0, r₃ = 1, r₄ = 0;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome: r₁ = 1, r₂ = 0;</td>
<td>Outcome: r₁ = 1, r₂ = 0;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) IRIW with x86 reader threads.

If r₁ reads a 1, can r₂ ever read a 0? The x86TSO/PTX compound memory model would forbid this result. Informally speaking, this is because the ordering of m₁ before m₂ is enforced because m₂ is marked as a release; crucially, this ordering is enforced globally with respect to threads across the whole system because m₂ is system-scoped. In a similar vein, the ordering of m₃ before m₄ is enforced globally because of the ordering rules of x86TSO. Their combination, therefore, forbids this result. It is worth noting that the result is forbidden even though there is no fence between m₃ and m₄ in the x86TSO thread. (The consumer thread would have needed an acquire or a stronger fence in a memory model such as PTX.) This illustrates the fact that the compound x86TSO/PTX memory model is neither x86TSO nor PTX; it is their compositional amalgamation where, in this example, the producer thread behaves like PTX and the consumer behaves like x86TSO.

This compositional property – with the fact that threads mapped to each device retain the memory ordering rules of their original model – is important for programmability. Indeed, programmers can program each device assuming the memory ordering rules of the device, irrespective of the other devices in the system. This would also mean that programs compiled for each device would continue to work correctly even when the device is fused with other devices.

Let us now consider a variant of this litmus (Figure 2b). Here, because m₂ is GPU-scoped, the ordering between m₁ and m₂ is enforced with respect to the GPU threads only – and crucially, this ordering is not enforced with respect to the CPU threads. Therefore, r₂ can read a 0 even when r₁ reads a 1.

The interaction of multi-copy-atomic memory models (such as x86TSO) with non-multi-copy-atomic memory models (such as PTX) raise more questions. Let us now consider the Independent-read-independent-write (IRIW) litmus test shown in Figure 3a. If r₁ and r₃ both read 1, can r₂ and r₄ both read 0? What if the readers are mapped to x86TSO cores and the writers are mapped to NVIDIA cores, as shown in Figure 3b? These are questions which our proposed model will answer³.

³For the eager reader, both of these outcomes happen to be disallowed in our x86TSO/PTX compound memory model.

1.2 Contributions

Addressing the question of memory models for heterogeneous systems, our contributions are:

- We propose an operational specification of a generalized compound memory model of a heterogeneous machine made up of multiple devices with distinct memory consistency models (Sections 3 and 4).
- We show our model can handle a range of MCMs, ranging from x86TSO, a non-scoped MCA model that is relatively strong, to PTX, a scoped non-MCA model that is relatively weak. (In this process, we provide for the first time an operational model of PTX.) Importantly, their combination yields a model of x86TSO/PTX, the resulting model when an x86TSO CPU is fused with a PTX GPU (Section 5).
- We prove that the x86TSO/PTX compound memory model retains compiler mappings from language-based (scoped) C memory model: threads mapped to x86TSO (PTX) device can continue to use the existing C-to-x86TSO (C-to-PTX) compiler mappings. To do so, we propose an axiomatic model \( \text{CMM} \), that combines the axiomatic models of x86 and PTX and show that it abstracts our x86TSO/PTX operational model. Based on this axiomatic model, we prove the compiler mappings are correct (Section 6).
- We formalized and tested our model with several x86TSO, PTX, and compound litmus tests.
- Our experiments on the publicly available CPU-GPU model from AMD is consistent with our predicted compound memory model (when fusing x86TSO and AMD GCN3 GPU), and we observe that the soundness of the compound memory model hinges on the inter-device coherence protocol (Section 7).

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Hardware memory consistency models specify how memory must appear to the (systems) programmer. All major commercial (homogeneous) processors specify precisely-defined consistency models as part of the instruction set architecture (ISA) specification. Intel and AMD processors support the x86TSO consistency model \( \text{Sewell et al. 2010} \), whereas ARM \( \text{2018} \), RISC-V \( \text{Waterman and Asanovic 2019} \) and NVIDIA PTX \( \text{Lustig et al. 2019} \) processors support more relaxed models.

Single-/multi-copy atomicity and Scopes. An important feature of memory models concerns the manner in which stores propagate their values to other processors. In single-copy atomic (SCA) memory models, a load returns a value written by a single store and not a mishmash of values from two or more stores \( \text{ARM 2011; McKenney 2017} \). Almost all memory models are SCA and in this work we restrict our attention to SCA memory models.\(^4\) In multi-copy-atomic memory models (MCA) \( \text{McKenney 2017; Nagarajan et al. 2020} \), store values propagate atomically: as soon as the value becomes visible to another processor, no future load (in logical time) can access an earlier value. Whereas x86TSO, ARMv8 (and later) and RISC-V support MCA models, models such as IBM Power and NVIDIA PTX do not have this property. Note that another feature of memory models concerns read-modify-write (RMW) instructions that atomically read and write to a location. We do not handle RMWs in our general operational model and leave this for future work, but our axiomatic model considers those. Similarly, we currently do not model mixed-size concurrency, where accesses can be misaligned; updating the compound model with mixed size along the lines of Alglave et al. \( \text{2021} \) and Flur et al. \( \text{2017} \) is also future work.

GPUs and heterogeneous memory models expose the hierarchical nature of the architecture through a thread hierarchy known as scopes \( \text{Hower et al. 2014} \). The cooperative thread array (CTA)

---

\(^4\)Note that some works (e.g., Zhang et al. \( \text{2017} \)) use the term SCA to mean a stronger form of MCA. We instead follow the more common terminology \( \text{McKenney 2017} \) which is also followed by ARM \( \text{ARM 2011} \) and RISC-V.

\(^5\)By MCA we mean other-multi-copy-atomicity \( \text{McKenney 2017} \), the flavor of MCA supported by x86, ARM, and RISC-V.
scope, for example, refers to the set of threads that share the same GPU streaming multiprocessor (SM); These threads share the same L1 cache. The GPU scope refers to the set of threads that belong to a GPU and hence share a cache level, L2 for example. The system scope refers to the set of threads that span the whole heterogeneous system.

It is worth noting that our compound memory model specification can handle the composition of scoped, non-scoped, MCA as well as non-MCA memory models. In fact, our case-study considers the composition of x86TSO (which is non-scoped and MCA) with PTX (which is scoped and non-MCA).

**Axiomatic and Operational Models.** There are two broad approaches to precisely specifying memory models: axiomatic and operational. In the former [Alglave et al. 2014], mathematical predicates on relations between events are used to constrain the behavior of the system. An operational specification [Flur et al. 2016], on the other hand, specifies a memory model using operational semantics, akin to an abstract reference implementation. In this paper, we propose for the first time a generalized operational model with which we can specify and combine scoped, MCA and non-MCA memory models. We also design an axiomatic model as a proof tool to prove correctness of compiler mappings from language-level models.

### 2.1 Coherence Protocols

As part of supporting a memory consistency model, processors typically implement a coherence protocol that, informally speaking, makes writes and reads visible to all of the processors.

There are many coherence protocols that have appeared in the literature and been employed in real processors. Some of these protocols—especially the ones targeted towards the CPUs—enforce the Single-Writer-Multiple-Reader (SWMR) invariant by invalidating sharers on a write [Nagarajan et al. 2020]. GPU protocols directly enforce relaxed consistency models without SWMR by eschewing writer-initiated invalidations, and instead rely on writebacks and self-invalidations.

Coherence protocols are the key to supporting heterogeneous shared memory. In fact, industry has been developing coherence protocol standards such as CAPI [The OpenCAPI Consortium 2021], CHI [ARM 2021] and CXL [2022] for fusing the intra-device coherence protocols together to create heterogeneous shared memory. In this work, we answer the question of what would be the resulting memory consistency model when individual devices that enforce distinct consistency models are fused together using standardized coherence interfaces such as CHI and CXL.

### 2.2 Consistency for Heterogeneous Processors

Hower et al. [2014] introduce heterogeneous race free (HRF) memory models that accommodate synchronization operations with different scopes; specifically, HSA [HSA Foundation 2012] is a heterogeneous consistency model that is based on HRF. However, HRF does not address the composition of distinct constituent consistency models: e.g., it does not answer the question of what happens when a non-scoped model is fused with a scoped memory model.

Compound memory models were introduced informally by Nagarajan et al. [2020], and formalized subsequently by Oswald et al. [2022] under the assumption that every constituent memory model is both MCA and non-scoped. However, GPU memory models involve scopes, and can often be non-MCA. We are the first to formalize compound consistency for scoped, non-MCA models.

Iorga et al. [2021] formally specify the memory model of heterogeneous CPU/FPGA systems axiomatically as well as operationally and validate their models. In contrast, in this work we specify more generally how different memory models can be composed together. In his position paper, Batty [2017] argues for a compositional approach towards relaxed memory consistency. Our compound consistency models, and specifically the fact that they preserve compiler mappings within each cluster, are a step in this direction.
3 OVERVIEW: COMPOUND MEMORY MODELS

3.1 Problem Formulation

Let us recall the question we are asking. When two devices with distinct memory consistency models are fused together via an inter-device interconnect, what model should the compound machine satisfy? How does one precisely specify this compound memory model?

Note that it is easy to come up with vacuous answers to the question, and indeed, there is a large design space of possible models for the compound system. As an extreme example, one could mandate that the result of fusing two different memory models is always sequential consistency (SC) [Lamport 1979]. Clearly, such a specification is not very useful as that would mandate wholesale changes in the implementation of the machines, in addition to imposing performance penalties. On the other extreme, one could mandate that the result of fusing two different memory models is the weakest of the two. Aside from the fact that two memory models can be incomparable, this could break the correctness of programs compiled to the stronger model.

Consider the scenario when two machines with memory models M1 and M2 are fused together with M1 strictly stronger than M2. Consider a multi-threaded code sequence written for M1 that is intended to be run entirely in the device satisfying M1. Clearly, it is desirable for that code to work correctly in the fused machine as well. Otherwise, legacy code written for M1 will have to be rewritten or recompiled every time M1 is fused with another machine. In a similar vein, it is desirable that code running only on the machine satisfying M2 should not suffer any performance penalties simply because it is fused with M1; nor should the compound memory model specification mandate that the architects of M2 redesign the internals of the machine and make it stronger simply because it is being fused with the stronger machine.

We want the compound memory model to be compositional. We want every memory operation from a device with memory model M to continue to behave as specified by M, even when that device is fused with other devices of different memory models. An x86TSO load, for example, should continue to behave like an x86-TSO load when an x86TSO device is fused with, say, a PTX GPU. We saw this in the example from Figure 2a, where the x86TSO consumer thread did not require any additional fences because an x86TSO load has acquire semantics. We want to define our compound memory model in a way that ensures this property.

It is clear how we can tell whether the compound memory model is weak enough: the behavior of a program that runs entirely on one of the individual machines is precisely the same as if running on that machine in isolation. But, how can we tell that the semantics we propose is also strong enough? We rely on mappings to language-level memory models. Given a language-level memory model such as OpenCL or C, every instruction-set-architecture (ISA) has mappings from language-level synchronization primitives to memory operations in that ISA [Sewell 2022]. We want to come up with a general semantics for compound memory models that retains these mappings: a compiler that generates code for the compound machine should be able to simply use the pre-existing mappings.

In summary, the semantics of the compound memory model needs to be strong enough to retain compiler mappings while being weak enough that each of the subsystems representing the different architectures is as weak as the original architecture. Intuitively, the compound memory model implicitly places constraints on the inter-device interconnect used to stitch the machines together.

3.2 A Compositional Memory Model Semantics

We now provide the high-level intuition behind our compound memory model semantics, and we also explain how it satisfies compositionality.

We base our approach on the POP operational model [Flur et al. 2016], which was originally used to describe an ARM memory model. Roughly speaking, the model consists of a set of threads, each
of which propagates reads and writes to the other threads in an order that satisfies the memory model constraints. We generalize and make extensive adaptations to POP so that it can be used to compositionally specify a range of different memory models.

There are several aspects that characterize memory models, such as ordering, multi-copy-atomicity (MCA), and scoped operations. Our key insight is that these can all be modeled operationally in a compositional manner using a principle we call LOST: Local Orderings by Stalling on Threads. Aside from memory-model-agnostic actions that involve propagating reads and writes, all of the memory-model-specific actions are in the form of thread-local operations and stalls. This allows us to instantiate different memory models by simply configuring their respective thread subsystems, leading to a memory model that is naturally compositional.

In the following we explain the intuition of how our model enforces ordering, MCA, and scopes using the LOST principle.

### 3.2.1 Ordering

Arguably the defining aspect of weak memory models is the relative orderings between memory operations. For certain pairs of memory operations (i.e., reads or writes), the program order has to be preserved globally.

We assert that for a memory model to be compositional, it is necessary that the order relations in each memory model are preserved in threads across all machines in the system. To understand why this condition is necessary, consider the message passing litmus test (cf. Figure 2a) written in C, with a write-release write on the producer’s side (m2) and read-acquire on the consumer’s side (m3). Say that the producer thread is mapped to an x86TSO machine and the consumer thread is mapped to an ARM one. Based on the mappings described in Lahav et al. [2017], the assembly code shown on the left in Figure 4 is generated. For existing mappings (from C to each of the constituent memory models) to be preserved, this litmus test should continue to be disallowed, since the original C litmus is disallowed. This, in turn, mandates that m1 → m2 from the x86TSO thread T1 should be preserved with respect to the consumer thread T2 from the ARM machine. Likewise, m3 → m4 should be preserved with respect to the producer thread from the x86TSO machine as well.

To ensure this is the case in our model, the orderings m1 → m2 and m3 → m4 are both enforced by the x86TSO and ARM threads in a thread-local fashion, and thus independent of the other thread following the LOST principle. Specifically, in the x86TSO thread, the second write m2 is stalled until the first write m1 is globally propagated. Likewise, in the ARM thread, the second read after the fence is stalled until the first read completes.

To enforce this, the threads need to know whether their operations (or other operations they have seen) have been globally executed, i.e., seen by all threads in the system. Importantly, while this information is not local to the thread, it is architecture-independent.

### 3.2.2 Multi-Copy Atomicity

MCA is about whether a load is allowed to read the value of a store from another thread early, i.e., before the store becomes globally visible. MCA loads (e.g., x86TSO loads) are forbidden from doing so; in effect, the store (from which the load reads the value) is
globally ordered before the load. On the other hand, non-MCA loads (e.g., in IBM Power) are allowed to read early. In memory models that are not MCA, there are special fences that restore the MCA property on demand; when such a fence is executed, it globally orders stores before the fence, if the values produced by the stores had been read by loads from that fence’s thread.

MCA loads, non-MCA loads, and fences can all be modeled using the LOST principle. Non-MCA loads are modeled by removing the read as soon as it is satisfied (as will be explained in Section 4.2), thereby making it possible for the successors of the load to propagate before the store (from which the load read its value) propagates. How about MCA fences? When a non-MCA read is satisfied, we still remember the write (from which the read returns) as a “predecessor” of the reading thread, so that when an MCA fence is encountered, that fence stalls until each of the predecessors accumulated thus far has been globally propagated. Note that each of these cases – MCA read, non-MCA read, and MCA fence – are modeled via local operations, thereby adhering to the LOST principle.

Consider the IRIW litmus test (cf. Figure 3a) assuming a non-MCA model such as Power. Note that the two fences $m_3$ and $m_6$ are MCA fences (e.g., hwsync). Suppose each of the two loads $m_2$ and $m_5$ read a 1, while load $m_4$ reads a 0; is it possible for load $m_4$ to read a 0? If $m_2$ from $T_2$ reads a 1, it would remember the store $m_1$ as a predecessor; when the MCA fence $m_3$ is encountered, it stalls the fence until the predecessors are globally propagated. This ensures that $m_1$ becomes visible to $T_4$, and hence load $m_7$ would read a 1.

Now consider the compound case. The model is compositional only if the reads continue to function like before: i.e., MCA if they are in an MCA-thread, and non-MCA otherwise. Consider the same IRIW litmus test for the case in which an x86TSO device (that is MCA) is fused with Power (which is non-MCA). Suppose the store threads are compiled to two threads from x86TSO and the load threads are mapped to Power. Based on the mappings in Lahav et al. [2017], the assembly code shown on the right of Figure 4 is generated. Note that in order to preserve the correctness of the compiler mappings, the compound model should continue to disallow the outcome. This, in turn, mandates that the two hwsyncs ($m_3$ and $m_6$) should make the stores ($m_1$ and $m_8$) globally visible even though the 2 stores are from a different device. Note that this is naturally obtained in our model owing to the LOST principle. Specifically, we mark the two stores $m_1$ and $m_8$ as predecessors of thread $T_2$ and $T_3$ respectively. The hwsyncs take these predecessors into account when stalling; specifically $m_4$ ($m_7$) stalls until $m_1$ ($m_8$) is propagated globally.

3.2.3 Scoped Operations. Thus far we have not explicitly considered scoped memory models. In the following we will show how to model scoped requests and how to compose a scoped model with a non-scoped model.

We model scopes by associating a scope with every order constraint: operations only stall until certain preceding operations are visible at a given scope. We address compositionality by treating every non-scoped order constraint coming from a non-scoped memory model as system scoped (i.e., global scope). We explain these additions with the help of a running example.

Consider a CPU-GPU system similar to the one shown in Figure 1, the GPU satisfying PTX [Lustig et al. 2019] (a scoped memory model) and the CPU satisfying x86TSO (a non-scoped memory model). Let’s assume that hardware threads $T_1$ and $T_2$ are mapped to the streaming multiprocessor $SM_1$, $T_3$ and $T_4$ are mapped to $SM_2$; and CPU threads $T_5$ and $T_6$ are mapped to CPU cores $C_1$ and $C_2$ respectively. Scopes refer to a thread hierarchy where each scope refers to a set of threads. Consequently, threads $T_1$ and $T_2$, which are guaranteed to be mapped to $SM_1$, belong to one CTA: $\text{CTA}_1 \supseteq \{T_1, T_2\}$; threads $T_3$ and $T_4$ which are guaranteed to be mapped to $SM_2$ potentially belong to a different CTA: $\text{CTA}_2 \supseteq \{T_3, T_4\}$. The GPU scope refers to the set of threads within the GPU: $\text{GPU} \supseteq \{T_1, T_2, T_3, T_4\}$. The system scope refers to the set of threads within the whole system, i.e. $\text{Sys} \supseteq \{T_1, T_2, T_3, T_4, T_5, T_6\}$. 

Consider the message passing litmus test shown in Figure 2a where the producer is mapped to PTX thread $T_1$ and the consumer is mapped to x86TSO thread $T_5$. Note that memory operation $m_2$ is a system-scoped release, and so it induces an ordering $m_1 \rightarrow m_2$ across the whole system. In particular, $m_1$ and $m_2$ are seen by thread $T_5$ in order. Consider now the two loads $m_3$ and $m_4$ from x86TSO thread $T_5$. The two loads are ordered as per the x86TSO memory model. Because non-scoped accesses in other machines are treated like system-scoped accesses, these two loads are propagated to all threads in the order: $m_3 \rightarrow m_4$. In particular, the two loads reach $T_1$ in order, ensuring that the outcome $r_1 = 1, r_2 = 0$ is forbidden.

Suppose the acquire is tagged CTA scope (and not system scope). This would relax the ordering guarantee of the two stores $m_1$ and $m_2$ only to threads that are in CTA scope, i.e., to threads $T_1$ and $T_2$. In particular, there is no guarantee that the two stores would reach thread $T_5$ in order, and this would imply that the outcome $r_1 = 1, r_2 = 0$ is allowed.

It is worth noting that all of this can be modeled without violating LOST as long as threads “know” for each operation the set of threads that operation has propagated to. Just as with the global case, this information is architecture-independent, as it only concerns which operations have been seen in which scope, not any architecture-specific properties of the operations.

4 THE LOST-POP MODEL

In this section, we discuss our operational model in detail. It is based on POP but uses the Local Orderings by Stalling on Threads (LOST) principle. (We summarize the technical differences between POP and LOST-POP in Section 4.5.) After introducing the general state and transitions behind LOST-POP, which are the memory-model-agnostic components, we discuss how we concretely implement the LOST principle outlined in Section 3. In particular, we show how we can model MCA and non-MCA reads, different fence orderings, and scopes. We conclude by discussing how two or more instances of LOST-POP can be composed.

4.1 Basic Model

The original partial-order propagation (POP) [Flur et al. 2016] model was used to model a concrete memory consistency model (MCM), a non-MCA version of ARMv8. The key insight of POP is modeling the propagation of each memory request individually to the different threads in the system. When a request propagates to a thread, it defines a partial order with memory requests in that thread. Our generalization takes this insight and applies the LOST principle to create a model that can be used to describe different MCMs in a composable, thread-local fashion.

The propagation of memory requests is a key step in our model: when a write propagates to a thread, it means its effects are visible to that thread. Counter-intuitively, thus, LOST-POP has no explicit model of memory (just like POP). When a write propagates to all threads, it has effectively been “written to memory”. More generally, the set of threads to which the request has propagated intuitively corresponds to a part of the memory subsystem, e.g. a cache level. Similarly to writes, reads also propagate to the different threads in the system. Intuitively, the idea is that a read gets its value from a subset of the memory subsystem, which corresponds to the threads it has propagated to. The behavior of the model is, in essence, defined by thread-local constraints on propagation, implementing the LOST principle.

Consider the example in Figure 5, which represents the message-passing litmus test (c.f. Figure 2a). A thread ($T_1$) accepts a write request $X = 1$. This request starts by propagating to its own thread $T_1$ (1). Then, another thread ($T_2$) accepts a read request $b = X$, which similarly starts by propagating to its own thread (2). The write request of $T_1$ then propagates to its adjacent thread $T_2$ (3). When this happens, since the two requests are to the same address, they have to be ordered. The incoming
Fig. 5. An example of request propagation in the LOST-POP model. After accepting the write $X = 1$ in T1 (2) and the read $b = X$ in T2 (2), the write $X = 1$ propagates to T2 (3), where it gets ordered with the read $b = X$. The green cells represent propagation, whereas the arrow represent the order constraints. Finally, the read request also propagates to the first thread (4), represented by the green-colored cell in T1.

request (in this case the write request) is ordered before the other request (the read). Finally, the read request propagates to T1 (4), and now the read can be satisfied by the write.

More generally, the building blocks of the LOST-POP model are requests, which can be either memory requests (reads or writes) or fences. These are general classes of requests, the concrete instructions are architecture-dependent. Besides requests, an instance of the model also consists of a system, which has a set of threads. All requests have an associated thread, while memory requests also have an associated address (to read from or write to).

We have a set of order constraints, a binary relation on requests labeled with a scope. We write $r \rightarrow r'$ to say that there is an order constraint from $(r, r')$. Intuitively, these order constraints represent a causality relation, ordering some requests before the other. Order constraints are updated according to so-called order rules, which say for a given $r, r'$ whether to add the constraint $r \rightarrow r'$. These order rules relate two types of instruction and are accordingly also architecture-specific.

Concretely, the model has three basic kinds of transitions: accepting a request in a thread, propagating a request to a thread or satisfying a read request.

Accepting a request. Accepting a request $r$ is simple: the request is just added to the system state and propagated to the thread $t$ that accepted it. If other requests have already been accepted to that thread, we order them before the incoming request (respecting the order rules). More precisely, we add an order constraint $r', r$ for each $r'$ that has been accepted by $t$, such that order($r', r$) holds.

Propagating to a thread. A request $r$ can propagate to any thread $t$ it has not propagated to (in arbitrary order), on one condition: no previous (according to the order constraints) request $r'$ can be stalling it. If request $r'$ originates from a different thread and there is an order constraint $r' \rightarrow r$, then $r'$ has to propagated to $t$ before $r$. This ensures causality is preserved by the model. According to the LOST principle, model-specific stalling has to come from another request $r'$ in the same thread. We will discuss the concrete variants of stalling semantics below.

Once the request propagates, the order constraints are updated again, but the incoming request gets ordered to be before the others. By the LOST principle, however, contrary to the orderings generated when accepting a request, these orderings are not architecture-specific. Concretely, for every request $r'$ in thread $t$ that is not already ordered with $r$, we add an order constraint $r, r'$ iff $r'$ is a memory request to the same address and they are not both reads. An ordering between two writes enforces a write serialization (coherence) ordering on the entire system\(^6\), while orders between reads and writes just define whether a read happens before or after a write. Such edges correspond roughly to the axiomatic notions of $co$ (or $w$, $r$ or $f$ for $x$ edges. Note that these edges can go either way, depending on which request (non-deterministically) propagates first. They correspond to observations of the execution, not constraints placed by the architecture.

\(^{6}\)Note that this implies that our operational model always enforces a causality of write serialization constraints
Fig. 6. An IRIW test in POP. First the write $X = 1$ propagates to $T_2$ and, correspondingly, the write $Y = 1$ to $T_4$, after which the reads can proceed to propagate back to the write’s threads (5). After the reads are satisfied and removed, the constraints are removed. The second reads in each thread, $b = Y$ and $d = X$, can propagate to $T_1$ and $T_3$. They are thus ordered before the writes $X = 1$ and $Y = 1$ (6). The outcome $a = 1, b = 0, c = 1, d = 0$ is allowed.

Satisfy a read request. Read requests are satisfied by writes to the same address. In order to respond to a read request $r$ with write $w$, they both have to have propagated to the exact same set of threads. By construction, this always includes $r.thread$ and $w.thread$. We also want $w$ to happen before $r$, i.e., $w \rightarrow r$. Similarly, $w$ has to be the last request to have written to that address. To model this, we consider all requests $w'$ between $r$ and $w$, i.e., such that $w \rightarrow w'$ and $w' \rightarrow r$. We require $w'$ to be to a different address than $r$ if it is a memory request ($w'$ can also be a read, in which case this rule enforces that same-address read-to-read orderings are also preserved). After being responded to, we mark a read request as removed and ignore its order constraints. This ensures that this rule allows multiple reads to the same address, and more importantly, allows us to model non-MCA behavior.

As we can see from above, order rules play a central role in defining the model. Order rules depend on the concrete types of request and are consequently architecture-specific.

4.2 Non-Multi-Copy Atomicity

Non-MCA reads can be modeled by the propagation principle naturally. They arise from the combination of propagating to threads individually and the fact that we remove reads. To see this, consider the example in Figure 6, which represents the IRIW litmus test (cf. Figure 3a). The two writes propagate only to their adjacent threads, creating an order constraint with the corresponding reads, which can then propagate back to the threads of the writes. Having propagated to the same sets of threads, the two reads can be satisfied and are removed from the system, including their order constraints. The removal of the reads frees up the subsequent reads, and they can thus propagate to the entire system and read the uninitialized values (morally, from main memory), allowing the behavior $a = 1, b = 0, c = 1, d = 0$.

4.3 Fences

So far we have discussed read and write requests, but there is a third type of request that is central to the model: fences. In contrast with reads and writes (and contrary to POP), fences are thread-local in our model: they do not propagate; they enforce orderings only by stalling. The semantics of fences in our model are built by composing the following six kinds of orderings (where $R$ refers to a read, $W$ refers to a write, and $\text{pred}$ refers to predecessor writes from other threads which is used for modeling cumulative fences):

\[
\begin{align*}
R + \text{pred} & \rightarrow R, \\
R & \rightarrow R, \\
R + \text{pred} & \rightarrow W, \\
R & \rightarrow W, \\
W & \rightarrow R \quad \text{and} \quad W & \rightarrow W
\end{align*}
\]
This means that the write $Y = 1$ cannot propagate before the write $X = 1$ (8), nor the read $b = X$ before the read $a = Y$ (9).

Consider the example of the MP litmus test above with fences that enforce $W \rightarrow W$ and $R \rightarrow R$, as depicted in Figure 7. Here, the fences respectively block the propagation of both $Y = 1$ and $a = Y$ until $X = 1$ and $a = Y$ have propagated before. This forbids the behavior where $a = 1, b = 0$, but if one of the two fences is removed and either $Y = 1$ or $b = X$ can propagate first, then the behavior is allowed.

The difference between $R$ and $R + \text{pred}$ models the cummulativity of the fence. Since satisfied reads are removed from the model, they cannot continue to transitivity enforce any order constraints. To see this more concretely, consider the WRC example in LOST-POP, in Figure 8. If the fence between $a = X$ and $Y = 1$ only enforces $R \rightarrow W$ it is not sufficient to disallow the behavior $a = 1, b = 1, c = 0$. This is because, as we can see in the figure, after satisfying the read $a = X$, this read is removed from the thread and the fence would stop blocking the propagation of $Y = 1$. If the fence enforces $R + \text{pred} \rightarrow W$ instead, then it also considers the predecessor write, $X = 1$, and requires this to be propagated to the entire system before allowing $Y = 1$ to propagate. More generally, whenever we add an edge $w \rightarrow r$ from a write request $w$ to a read request $r$ (when the write propagates to the read’s thread) we also mark the write as a predecessor of the read’s thread, $r$. A fence that enforces $R + \text{pred} \rightarrow R/W$ considers all such predecessors of its thread when blocking.

### 4.4 Scoped Requests

Recall that some memory models have scoped requests, which restrict the scope to which certain orderings are enforced. We model this by extending our LOST-POP model to be scoped as well. Threads in a system are grouped into subsets of scopes, partially ordered by set inclusion. The
order constraints are also labeled by their scope. We write $r \rightarrow s r'$ to denote the order constraint $r \rightarrow r'$ is enforced at scope $s$. If the scope $s$ is the set of all threads (i.e., the whole system), we can omit $s$ and write $r \rightarrow r'$, as before.

Scopes represent the locality-scope semantics of a request, like a single Compute Thread Array (CTA) or the entire system. The set of scopes forms a join semi-lattice (with join being the usual set operation), where the join of all threads is called the system scope. We also define an architecture-specific meet $\wedge$, but in general it need not form a lattice\footnote{In particular, the meet $\wedge$ can be asymmetrical, which is necessary to model certain fence types that can be asymmetrical in its scoping.}. Importantly, all requests in LOST-POP have a scope. Consequently, in an unscoped LOST-POP model, all requests should be system-scoped.

Scopes refine the model in several ways. When accepting a request $r$ at thread $t$: we update the order constraints in a scoped fashion. We add the labeled constraint $r' \rightarrow s r$ with the scope $s$ such that $t \in s = r' \wedge r$, and order($r', r$) holds. When propagating request $r$ to thread $t$: the pre-conditions for propagating also become scoped. An edge $r \rightarrow s r'$ only enforces the ordering of $r$ before $r'$ within the scope $s$. Note that the new edges between requests of different threads are not scoped, since these do not represent architecture-specific constraints but rather observations. In this context, not scoped means their scope is the entire system. Given $w \rightarrow r$, we only add $w$ as a predecessor to thread $t = r$.thread if $w$.thread $\in w \wedge r$.

Consider a scoped version of the MP example with fences (c.f. Figure 2b), and suppose the system has two separate scopes for the two threads, i.e., the join semilattice is given by Scopes = $\{\{T_1\}, \{T_2\}, \{T_1, T_2\}\}$. If either of the fences has $\{T_1\}$ or $\{T_2\}$ as its scope, then the $R \rightarrow R$ or $W \rightarrow W$ orders are enforced within that scope. This means that the write $Y = 1$ or the read $b = X$ can propagate to a different scope first, if the edge is only enforced within the scope $\{T_1\}$ or $\{T_2\}$ respectively. In either case, the outcome $a = 1, b = 0$ is allowed; to be disallowed, both fences need to be system-scoped.

### 4.5 Differences to POP

As we have seen, our LOST-POP model is a generalization of the POP [Flur et al. 2016] model from ARM to multiple architectures. It does have some additional changes, mostly necessary for the LOST principle. For the complete differences, refer to the technical appendices of Flur et al. [2016] and this paper. Here we discuss these differences at a high level.

The main difference between POP and LOST-POP is that fences do not propagate in LOST-POP. Their semantics are enforced in a thread-local fashion. For this, we also introduced predecessors (see Section 4.3 above). The POP model is also unscoped, whereas LOST-POP is scoped (cf. 4.4). POP uses reorder constraints, whereas LOST-POP uses order constraints, their negation.

Another difference is that LOST-POP does not add same-address read-to-read constraints between threads, which are less intuitive. This change, however, could introduce reorderings in third threads, which is why in LOST-POP, order constraints between requests are only added when propagating to one of the two event’s originating thread. In POP this can happen at any thread.

### 4.6 Composing LOST-POP Models

Having defined LOST-POP models in general, we can proceed to define compound models. The key idea is that, by the LOST principle, the behavior of a thread does not depend on the architecture of other threads. Thus, a compound LOST-POP model is simply a LOST-POP model where different threads have different architectures. These will accordingly have their corresponding request types, order relations and scope intersections, which are the architecture-specific aspects of the model. Note that all these only affect the thread-local stalling, implementing the LOST principle. Thus,
different kinds of threads compose seamlessly, yielding a model that is compositional in the sense described in Section 3. (The full model, defined more formally, can be found in Appendix ??.)

5 MODELING X86TSO AND PTX

In this section we show how to instantiate our general operational model to model x86TSO, PTX, and their composition.

x86TSO. x86TSO provides instructions to load from and store to memory locations. Additionally, x86TSO provides the MFENCE instruction to prevent the reordering of the memory accesses around it and flush the writes from the write buffers to the main memory. The x86 model is unscoped, which means all requests are system-scoped (i.e., their scope is the set of all threads in the system). Reads, writes and fences have no variants with different strengths. The semantics of x86 memory operations are \( U \rightarrow U \) and \( U \rightarrow A \), corresponding to the preserved-program-order in x86TSO. Accordingly, the order condition is defined such that we always order \( r \rightarrow r' \) in a thread, unless \( r \) is a write and \( r' \) a read. Fences additionally enforce \( W \rightarrow R \).

PTX. The PTX model is defined as a virtual ISA for GPUs [Lustig et al. 2019; NVIDIA 2019]. The model also provides read, write, and fence accesses. The accesses also have two additional parameters: semantics and scope.

The memory strength semantics in PTX are: weak (wk), relaxed (rlx), acquire (acq), release (rel), acquire-release (acq-rel), and sequentially-consistent (sc). These memory semantics are partially ordered by \( wk < rlx < \{acq, rel\} < acq-rel < sc \). Release and acquire are incomparable, but both are stronger than relaxed and weaker than acquire-release (RA), the rest are totally-ordered.

The accesses can be marked with different scopes: weak accesses are scoped only to their own their threads, cta for cooperative thread groups, gpu for threads on the same compute device including other thread groups, and sys for all threads in all devices.

The architecture-specific meet and order relation and semantics of PTX are given in detail in Appendix ???. They ensure that a request that is marked with \( \text{sem} \geq \text{rel} \) enforces \( U + \text{pred} \rightarrow R/W \) and \( W \rightarrow W \). A request with \( \text{sem} \geq \text{acq} \) enforces \( R \rightarrow R \) and \( R \rightarrow W \), and an sc fence additionally enforces \( W \rightarrow R \).

The Compound x86 and PTX Model. As explained in Section 4, the compound model arises from simply allowing threads to be of different types. There is no need to define synchronization between the two, nor transformations from one architecture to the other. To see how this works, we shall look at some of the trickier cases.

Consider the example in Figure 9. This is coincidentally what would be the result of compiling this test entirely with SC reads and writes from C11 (cf. 3a). This mapping and its correctness in general will be discussed later in Section 6. In this example, the second thread which is the only x86 thread, enforces SC semantics in this litmus test without a fence. The figure shows how the behavior is disallowed on a purely thread-local fashion: the x86 thread enforces \( U \rightarrow U \), which is the necessary condition for this test behave like the C11 SC version. In particular, \( T_2 \) does not rely on the architecture-specific semantics of requests in other threads.

Scopes can cause complex interactions between requests as well. Consider the example in Figure 10. As can be seen in the sequence described in the figure, crucial for this litmus test is whether the write \( X = 1 \) is made a predecessor of \( T_2 \). However, the PTX thread \( T_2 \) makes this decision on an local, architecture-independent basis. It only consider the basic type (write) and scope of the incoming write \( X = 1 \), and information about its propagation. This is all independent of the architecture of \( T_1 \).
To validate our operational model, we have implemented the model within the Lean4 theorem prover and language [de Moura and Ullrich 2021] along with the corresponding instances of the x86TSO and PTX models.

By (guided) exhaustive exploration and manual interactive inspection, we ran the x86TSO model on 34 litmus tests, each of which agree with the axiomatic model outcomes [Owens et al. 2009]. We verified this by modeling the axiomatic TSO model in the Alloy tool [Jackson 2012] and programatically exporting our litmus tests to verify with Alloy. The litmus tests included variants of MP, SB, LB, N7, WRC, ISA2, IRIW, 2+2W and some other unnamed tests that served as basic sanity checks. The variants also featured fences in different places.

Similarly, for the PTX model we used the published Alloy model from [Lustig et al. 2019] and exported the litmus tests to test them there. We explored 73 variants with different fence semantics and scopes of the same litmus tests mentioned above. We find that in all cases, our operational model is at least as strong as the reference axiomatic PTX model. There are two ways in which our operational model is stronger than the axiomatic PTX model:

---

8[https://github.com/goens/lost-pop-lean]
9[https://github.com/nvlabs/ptxmemorymodel]
Fig. 11. Our operational model is stronger than the axiomatic PTX. In 2+2W, PTX allows \( r_1 = 1, r_2 = 1 \) but this behavior is not allowed our operational model. Similarly, in ISA2 with an Acq \((11b)\) or Rel \((11c)\) fence, the outcome \( r_1 = 1, r_2 = 1, r_3 = 0 \) is allowed in PTX but disallowed in our model. PTX requires the fence to be acqrel for the outcome to be disallowed, whereas our model disallows it with either of the three.

(1) Write serialization is enforced within the causality constraints by our operational model, but not by the axiomatic PTX model.

(2) Release and acquire fences are slightly stronger in cumulative chains of events, downstream of a release fence (so-called B-cumulativity [Alglave et al. 2014]). In our operational model, events can be transitively ordered using either release or acquire fences, though the axiomatic PTX model would only order if the fence is at least acqrel.

Figure 11 shows two litmus tests that witness this difference, 2+2W and ISA2 with a single release or acquire fence in the middle thread.

Finally, for the compound axiomatic model defined in Section 6, we included compound variants of the the same tests, with different thread types, and additionally all the tests for the individual models, for a total of 159 tests for the compound x86TSO/PTX model.

6 COMPILER MAPPINGS

In this section, we discuss the compiler mappings from the scoped C/C++ model to the x86TSO/PTX compound memory model. However, in contrast to the POP-style operational model, the scoped C/C++ model is defined axiomatically. Due to this gap, we propose CMM, an axiomatic model that combines the axiomatic models of x86 [Alglave et al. 2021] and PTX [Lustig et al. 2019]. CMM is designed to be a sound abstraction of the x86TSO/PTX operational model, i.e., permit all behavior observable in the operational model. We then prove the correctness of a mapping from scoped-C/C++ to CMM.

6.1 Axiomatic Semantics for Concurrency

In axiomatic semantics, a memory model is characterized by a set of predicates describing the allowed execution behaviors of a program. A program, thus, is represented by a set of finite executions, where an execution constitutes a set of events and different relations between the events. An event represents the execution of a shared memory or a fence access and the events are related by various binary relations.

Events. An event is of the form \( \langle id, tid, lab \rangle \) where id, tid, and lab denote unique identifier, thread identifier, and a label based on the respective memory or fence access. A label \( \langle op, loc, Val \rangle \) consists of operation type, location, and read or written value. We use R, W, and F to denote the set of read, write, and fence events. Given an event e, we write e.id, e.tid, e.lab, e.op, e.loc, and e.Val to denote (when applicable) its identifier, thread, label, operation, location, read or written value respectively. We also define a skip event where lab = ⊥, that is a placeholder for a no operation (nop).

Notations. We use a notation similar to that of ’cat’ language [Alglave and Maranget 2022]. Given a binary relation \( S \) on events, \( \text{dom}(S) \) and \( \text{codom}(S) \) are domain and range of \( S \). The inverse relation, as well as the reflexive, transitive, and reflexive-transitive closures of \( S \) are denoted by \( S^{-1}, S^2, S^+ \),
and $S^*$ respectively. Binary relations $S_1$ and $S_2$ are composed by $S_1; S_2$. $[A]$ is the identity relation on the set $A$. The relation $S$ is acyclic if $S^*$ is irreflexive. We denote irreflexivity and acyclicity of relation $S$ by $\text{irr}(S)$ and $\text{acy}(S)$ respectively. Given a relation $S$, $S_{=\text{loc}}$ denotes the relation $S$ between same-location events, that is, $S_{=\text{loc}} \triangleq \{(a, b) \mid a.\text{loc} = b.\text{loc}\}$. Also $S_{\neq\text{loc}}$ denotes relation $S$ between events on different locations, that is, $S_{\neq\text{loc}} \triangleq S \setminus S_{=\text{loc}}$ holds.

**Relations.** Events are connected by various relations: The program-order ($po$) relation is a strict partial order that captures the syntactic order among the events. Similarly, reads-from ($rf$) relation relates a pair of write and read events on the same location and having the same values. The coherence-order ($co$) relation is a strict total order on same-location write events.

We compose these relations to derive new ones. The from-read relation ($fr \triangleq rf^{-1}; co$) relates read and write events $r$ and $w$ on the same location. In this case, $w$ is $co$-after the write $u$ where $rf(u, r)$ holds. A relation is external when it is not between po-related events, e.g. external $rf$, $co$, $fr$ relations are: $\text{rfe} \triangleq (rf \setminus po)$, $\text{cof} \triangleq (co \setminus po)$, and $\text{fre} \triangleq (fr \setminus po)$ respectively. For a read-modify-write instruction, we model the read and write as two individual events. The $\text{rmw}$ relation connects the corresponding pair of read and write events accessing the same memory location. These two events are $po_{=\text{loc}}$-related as well as immediate-$po_{=\text{loc}}$-related, i.e. there is no intermediate event. Finally, we write $\text{U} \triangleq \text{dom}(\text{rmw}) \cup \text{codom}(\text{rmw})$ to denote the $\text{rmw}$-related events.

**Consistency axioms.** The consistency axioms for a model are defined based on these relations and events. If an execution satisfies all the axioms of a model, then the execution is consistent in that model. Given a program $\mathbb{P}$, the behaviors of its consistent executions in a memory model constitute the program behavior in that model.

### 6.2 Compound Model: Axiomatic Specification

We combine the x86TSO and PTX axiomatic models to define compound memory model CMM. Therefore, before discussing the CMM model we review x86TSO and PTX [Alglave et al. 2021; Lustig et al. 2019].

**x86TSO vs PTX: a review.** The x86TSO and PTX models are in Figure 12. These models have some similarities, for instance, both the models preserve atomicity and sc-per-location guarantees. However, in addition to the PTX scopes, the models also differ in various aspects. In x86TSO, the
accesses in a thread are ordered by the ppo and implied relations. The events in PTX are ordered based on access types, memory orders, weaker fences, as well as dependencies (dep).

The global orderings in x86TSO and PTX, xhb and cause respectively, differ significantly. More specifically, co and fr are part of xhb in x86TSO unlike in cause in PTX. In PTX cause is defined based on synchronization and sc ordering. The role of the global orderings also varies in the axioms in x86TSO and PTX. In x86TSO the global ordering constraint (GHB) uses only xhb whereas in PTX cause is used in the constraints along with different relations.

CMM: a combination of x86TSO and PTX. We combine the models in Figure 12 to define the CMM model such that the model is (1) strong enough to ensure that the scoped mapping from x86 and PTX holds, and (2) weak enough to simulate the operational PTX + x86TSO model.

In CMM an execution is of the form (E, po, rf, co, gsc) where we refine or extend the events and relations as follows. The execution has x86TSO, PTX, and initialization (init) events E_x, E_g, E_init respectively. Note that E_x and E_g are never po-related. We write W_x, R_x, F_x to denote the x86TSO read, write, fence events. Similarly W_g, R_g, F_g denote PTX read, write, and fence events.

CMM defines additional relations between x86TSO and PTX events to combine the two models. Given a relation $S$, we write $S^g_x$ and $S^h_x$ to denote relation $S$ from x86TSO-to-PTX and PTX-to-x86TSO respectively. For instance, relation $rfe^g_x \triangleq [W_g]; rfe; [R_x]$ denotes the PTX-to-x86TSO external-read-from relation. We extend the relations in the individual models with the combinations of the relations and events from other models.

We extend the PTX sc $\subseteq F_{sc} \times F_{sc}$ order to global-SC order gsc $\subseteq ([F_{sc} \cup F_x \cup R_x] \times [F_{sc} \cup F_x \cup R_x])$ that orders sc fences in PTX as well as fence and read events in x86TSO.

PTX-to-x86TSO. In CMM the $rfe^g_x$ relation is as strong as an x86TSO rfe, and therefore extends the xhb ordering: $gxhb \triangleq (rfe^h_x)^+ \cap xhb$.

x86TSO-to-PTX. Now we consider the relations from x86TSO to PTX. In CMM an x86TSO write and read are at least as strong as a sys-scoped release-write and acquire-read in PTX. Therefore, an x86TSO write and read events may serve as the source and the sink of a synchronization relation with PTX events. So we extend prel, pacq, and sw relations to define gprel, gpacq, and xgsw relations. Based on the xgsw relation we define xgcauseb and xcause relations, analogous to PTX causeb and cause relations respectively.

$$xgsw \triangleq (ms \cap (gprel; obs; gpacq)) \setminus (E_x \times E_x) \text{ where}$$
$$gprel \triangleq prel \cup po^?; [W_x] \text{ and } gpacq \triangleq pacq \cup [R_x]; po^?$$
$$xgcause \triangleq xgcauseb \cup (obs; (xgcauseb \cup po_{slow})) \text{ where } xgcauseb \triangleq (po^?; (sc \cup xgsw); po^?)^+$$

Combined Ordering Finally, we combine the ordering in each model along with the interactions between them to define combined-order (cord) relation between a morally strong (ms) event pair. Morally strong means that both events have a scope that includes the other access, and neither of them is weak. A more formal definition can be found in [Lustig et al. 2019]. We also define weak-combined-ordering (wcord) relation where the event pair may not be in morally strong relation.

$$wcord \triangleq (gxhb \cup xgcause \cup gpo^?; gsc; gpo^?)^+ \text{ and } cord \triangleq ms \cap wcord \text{ where } gpo \triangleq [E_g]; po; [E_g]$$

Note that, unlike the sc relation in the PTX model, the gsc relation is not a component of xgsw. The gsc relation (with optional po-predecessor and successor for PTX events) is used in defining the wcord relation. We also define relation extended-coherence-order (eco) as a combination of the rf, fr and co relations [Lahav et al. 2017] between morally strong events: $eco \triangleq ms \cap ((fr \cup co \cup fr)^+)$. 

Axioms. We define the consistency constraints for CMM as follows.

- \([W]; \text{cord}; [W]\) is reflexive. (CMM-Coherence)
- \([\text{gsc}; \text{cord}]\) is irreflexive. (CMM-FenceSC)
- \([\text{cord}; \text{eco}]\) is irreflexive. (CMM-irrCordECO)
- \(((\text{rf} \cup \text{fr}); \text{wcord})\) is irreflexive. (CMM-Causality)
- \(((\text{ms} \cap \text{fr}); (\text{ms} \cap \text{co}) \cap \text{rmw}) = \emptyset\) (CMM-Atomicity)
- \((\text{po} = \text{loc} \cup (\text{ms} \cap (\text{rf} \cup \text{co} \cup \text{fr})))\) is acyclic. (CMM-sc-per-loc)
- \((\text{rf} \cup \text{dep} \cup \text{ppo})\) is acyclic. (CMM-No-Thin-Air)

The axioms are similar to the PTX axioms. The (CMM-Coherence), (CMM-FenceSC) axioms are similar to the (Coherence), (FenceSC) axioms in PTX where the \(\text{sc}\) and \(\text{cause}\) relations are replaced by the \(\text{gsc}\) and \(\text{cord}\) relations. Axiom (CMM-irrCordECO) is analogous to the (Coherence) axiom in scoped-C/C++. Axiom (CMM-causality) uses \(\text{wcord}\) instead of \(\text{cause}\) in the PTX (Causality) axiom. The axiom enforces that an \(\text{rf}\) or \(\text{fr}\) related event pair follows weak-global-ordering \(\text{wcord}\) even when they are not morally strong. The (CMM-Atomicity) and (CMM-sc-per-loc) axioms are same as PTX, but applicable on compound executions. In the (CMM-No-Thin-Air) axiom we augment the PTX (No-Thin-Air) axiom with \(\text{ppo}\) ordering in x86TSO.

**LOST-POP vs CMM.** We also encoded the CMM axiomatic model in Alloy and tested all 139 litmus tests, comparing our operational and axiomatic models. The axiomatic model exactly matches the behavior of the axiomatic models for both PTX and x86TSO in all litmus tests, and is weaker than the operational compound model in the exact same way that the axiomatic PTX model is weaker than our operational instance.

### 6.3 Mapping Scoped-C/C++ to CMM

Mapping correctness from programming languages to architectures is a widely studied problem [Batty et al., 2011; Chakraborty and Vafeiadis, 2017, 2019; Kang et al., 2017; Lahav et al., 2017; Lustig et al., 2019; Podkopaev et al., 2019; Sarkar et al., 2012]. Following Lustig et al. [2019], we consider a scoped extension to C/C++ which provides non-atomic and atomic accesses which are similar to PTX weak and strong accesses respectively. Scoped-C/C++ provides atomic read, write, RMW, fence accesses similar to the PTX strong accesses with same memory orders and scopes. Scoped-C/C++ defines scope-inclusive (incl) relation which is, as observed by Lustig et al. [2019], essentially the same as the morally-strong relation. Similar to PTX, scoped-C/C++ defines synchronize-with relation between release and acquire accesses, and then a defines happens-before relation. Scoped C/C++ does not defines any \(\text{sc}\) relation, but orders \(\text{sc}\) accesses in an execution with the \(\text{psc}\) relation adapted from Lahav et al. [2017]. Finally, if a program has a racy execution on non-atomic or non-morally strong accesses then the program has **undefined behavior**. The formal definition of the scoped-C/C++ model is in Appendix ??.
Mapping Correctness: Scoped-C/C++ to CMM. In Figure 13 we propose the mapping scheme for scoped-C/C++ to the respective architectures. The mapping scheme to x86 [Sewell 2022] introduces a trailing MFENCE for an SC write access. For the PTX mapping, we note that Lustig et al. [2019] followed the leading-SC-fence mapping scheme from Lahav et al. [2017]. To avoid this incompatibility of placing SC fences, we adapt the trailing-SC-fence mapping scheme from Lahav et al. [2017], which is believed to be an alternative, correct mapping for PTX.

**Theorem 6.1.** The scoped-C/C++ to CMM mapping scheme in Figure 13 is correct.

We prove Theorem 6.1 in Appendix ???. Given a scoped-C/C++ program, we strengthen the non-release-acquire accesses to be mapped to x86 to release-acquire accesses to generate a program $P_s$. We consider only race-free $X_s$ executions. We then perform the splitting transformations (the SC writes to be mapped to x86 and the SC accesses in PTX are replaced by the respective memory accesses followed by SC fences) followed by mapping from Figure 13 to generate $X_t$. We show that for each consistent execution $X_t$ of $P_t$ in compound memory model there exists a scoped C/C++ consistent execution $X_s$ of $P_s$ such that $X_s$ has the same behavior. The proof transforms $X_t$ to $X_s$, such that all the consistency conditions of scoped C/C++ hold, or demonstrates a race in $P_s$, contradicting the race-free assumption.

Theorem 6.1 refers specifically to the mapping from Figure 13, and in particular, to the PTX+x86 combination. In future work, we want to use the LOST-POP operational model to generalize this result to other architectures and combinations.

7 VALIDATING COMPOUND MEMORY MODELS

The NVIDIA Grace Hopper machine is not publicly available yet, but AMD have been offering integrated CPU-GPU chips (or APUs). Furthermore, AMD have made their design publicly available in the cycle-accurate Gem5 simulator [Lowe-Power et al. 2020], and it is clear that the heterogeneous APU is in fact an x86 CPU fused with a GCN3 GPU, using an inter-device coherence protocol that enforces the Single-Writer-Multiple-Reader (SWMR) invariant [Nagarajan et al. 2020].

In this section, we seek empirical answers to the following questions. What memory model does the CPU enforce? What memory model does the GPU enforce? What memory model does the compound CPU-GPU machine satisfy? Crucially, does it enforce the compound memory model obtained by composing the individual CPU and GPU memory model as proposed in this paper? If the compound memory model is indeed satisfied, does it depend on the inter-device coherence protocol at all? Being a simulation, it conveniently allows us to tweak the coherence protocol and observe its effects. In the rest of this section, we answer these questions by running various litmus tests on the simulator.

There are two important caveats with this approach. Despite having industry involvement, a cycle-accurate simulator model may not necessarily show all of the behaviors experienced by a real machine. Secondly, because a cycle-accurate simulation is orders of magnitude slower than the real run, it is hard to expose as many behaviors as in the real run. Nevertheless, hardware not being available, a simulator is the next best way to test our models. Before discussing the results, we briefly discuss the simulator set up and configuration.

7.1 The AMD CPU-GPU Architecture and Litmus Tests

The CPU device consists of 4 cores, each with its private L1 and L2 cache. The GPU device consists of 16 streaming multiprocessors (SMs) with a private L1 per SM and an L2 shared by the SMs. The CPU model supports the x86 instruction set and therefore supports one fence instruction (mfence). The GPU memory model is a scoped memory model and it supports release, acquire,
Table 1. CPU and GPU Observations for different litmus tests compared with the observations for a scoped relaxed model with an SC fence. The Scoped-XC model is denoted by XC-M. MP-sys means that it is a message passing litmus test without any fences. MP-sys-F (MP-cta-F) means it is a message passing litmus test where there is a system-scoped (cta-scoped) fence between the two writes in the producer and the two reads in the consumer; the producer and consumer are mapped to different SMSs. We do not show the result of these tests for x86 because the result is disallowed even without a fence, as shown in MP-sys. Note that we also do not show several variants of these tests where – like MP-cta-F – the fences are not morally strong, in which case we observe an “allowed” outcome similarly to MP-cta-F.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>x86-Gem5</th>
<th>x86TSO</th>
<th>XC-Gem5</th>
<th>XC-M.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MP-sys</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB-sys</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB-sys-F</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRIW-sys</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LB-sys</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and SC fences.\textsuperscript{10} We ran variants of store buffering (SB), load buffering (LB), message passing (MP) and the independent-read-independent-write (IRIW) litmus tests. Each of the litmus tests were run between 512–2048 times within the simulator; we perturb the simulation using knobs such as delays and cache evictions to explore different executions.

7.2 Observations

Table 1 shows the observed outcomes for the CPU and GPU litmus tests. As we can see, MP, LB, IRIW, SB-F are disallowed in the x86 simulator whereas, SB is allowed. These observations suggest that the CPU does enforce the x86TSO memory model. On the GPU side without any fences, each of the litmus tests (except LB) is allowed. We can see that with any system-scoped fence (release, acquire or full fence), each of the litmus tests is disallowed. In other words, each of the fences behaves like an SC fence. Finally, when the scopes of the operations are not morally strong, then the litmus tests are allowed – for example, when the MP litmus test is run with a CTA-scoped fence on two different CTAs. We do not show the other non-morally-strong litmus tests. These observations suggest a scoped relaxed memory model with a strong SC fence. Furthermore, the memory model additionally preserves the $R \rightarrow W$ ordering. We refer to this memory model as Scoped XC.

We ran compound litmus tests on the CPU-GPU model. Note that each of the litmus tests gets different variants depending on where the threads are mapped; MP-1, for example, refers to the litmus test where the producer is mapped to the GPU and the consumer is mapped to the CPU. (MP-2 is the converse.) In IRIW-1, the storing threads are mapped to the GPU and loading threads are mapped to the CPU. (IRIW-2 is the converse.) As we can see from Table 2, each of our observations corresponds to the compound operational model arising where the CPU enforcing x86TSO is fused with a GPU enforcing Scoped XC. This suggests that compound memory models are something that can be naturally realized when multiple devices are stitched together using a global inter-device coherence protocol.

To understand the impact of the inter-device coherence protocol on the observed compound memory model, we modified the inter-device protocol as follows: In the baseline protocol, when a GPU SM performs a writeback, the inter-device protocol invalidates any sharers in the CPU side, but because releases and acquires are implemented like fences in the simulator, we call these as a release fence and an acquire fence in the rest of the discussion.

\textsuperscript{10}A note on terminology: the gem5 GPU model actually supports the marking of stores as a release and loads as an acquire, but because releases and acquires are implemented like fences in the simulator, we call these as a release fence and an acquire fence in the rest of the discussion.

Table 2. Observation for different CPU-GPU litmus tests on the gem5 simulator, compared with the results of the compound memory model, fusing x86TSO with Scoped XC. In MP1-sys-F, the producer is mapped to the GPU with a system-scoped fence between the two writes, and the consumer is mapped to the CPU with no fences between the two loads. In MP2-sys-F, the producer is mapped to the CPU with no fences between the two writes, and the consumer is mapped to the GPU with a system-scoped fence between the two reads. Note that relaxing the SWMR property weakens the memory consistency model for the heterogeneous litmus test: MP1-sys-F.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>SWMR</th>
<th>no-SWMR</th>
<th>Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MP1-sys</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP1-sys-F</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP1-cta-F</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB-sys</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRIW1-sys</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRIW2-sys-F</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>SWMR</th>
<th>no-SWMR</th>
<th>Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MP2-sys</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP2-sys-F</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB-sys-F</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRIW2-sys</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and only then sends an acknowledgement to the SM performing the writeback. (A subsequent release on that SM waits for all previous writebacks to be acknowledged.) We modify the protocol such that when an SM performs a writeback, an early acknowledgement is sent to that SM before any sharers in the CPU are invalidated. Note that this breaks SWMR (the coherence invariant) of the inter-device protocol. Once the coherence invariant is weakened, one of the tests which was disallowed is then allowed (MP with the producer in the GPU side, shown in red in Table 2). Without inter-device coherence the ordering enforced in the GPU side is not transmitted correctly to the CPU side. This appears to demonstrate that the strength of compound memory model hinges on the guarantees provided by the inter-device coherence protocol.

8 CONCLUSION

When different devices with distinct memory consistency models are glued together using an inter-device coherence protocol, what consistency model should the heterogeneous machine satisfy? In this paper, we have provided an answer to this question in the form of a generalized operational memory model called the compound memory model. The key insight behind our approach is that a wide variety of memory models including scoped and non-multi-copy-atomic memory models can be modeled via the LOST principle – Local Ordering by Stalling on Threads – leading to a naturally compositional memory model. We instantiate our model with the x86TSO/PTX memory model; we model it axiomatically and show that such a compound model retains compiler mappings. Finally, we have presented evidence to show that compound memory models are naturally realized as long as multiple devices are fused together via a cache-coherent interconnect. The practicality of realizing compound memory models combined with its preservation of compiler mappings makes it an attractive value proposition for heterogeneous machines.
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ARTIFACT

This paper has an accompanying artifact which includes implementations of both models, LOST-POP as described in Section 4 and the axiomatic models discussed in Section 6, as well as the
simulations described in Section 7. The version of the artifact accompanying this paper [Goens et al. 2023] can be found at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7711175.

The code for the LOST-POP model in Lean 4 [de Moura and Ullrich 2021] is also available at https://github.com/goens/lost-pop-lean, whereas the axiomatic models, implemented in Alloy [Jackson 2012], can be found individually at https://github.com/goens/cmm-axiomatic. The code for the simulations can be found at https://github.com/sukarnagarwal/PLDI23_Compound_Simulation.

The artifact is packaged in a Docker image. The image can be downloaded from the Zenodo artifact or from DockerHub, at https://hub.docker.com/r/goens/pldi23-ae. Each of the variants listed here has its own README file with more detailed instructions on how to run and modify that part of the artifact.
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